
Greatest  Weapon  of  "Modern
Warfare"  Brainwashing  by
Psychological Subversion
“We have made the Reich by propaganda”  Joseph Goebbels 

 
“By the skillful and sustained use of propaganda, one can
make  a  people  see  even  heaven  as  hell  or  an  extremely
wretched life as paradise.” – Adolf Hitler
Lt.  Col.  Michael  Aquino  and  then  Major  General  Paul  E.
Vallely co-authored thesis “From PsyOps to Mind Wars” for

Aquino  is
member  of
Church  of
Satan  and
Temple of Set

psychological warfare unit.  One analysis of their thesis
would clarify why both are taking opposing views.  “Dualism”
is mind control even in journalism.  Which in U.S. we call it
fair and balanced.

http://majorityrights.com/weblog/comments/mind_war_is_the_del
iberate_aggressive_convincing_of_all_parties_in_a_war_th/
Lt. Col. Michael Aquino’s history with both Church of Satan
and Temple of Set.

https://factsarestubbornthings.us/2014/07/09/art-brainwashing/
https://factsarestubbornthings.us/2014/07/09/art-brainwashing/
https://factsarestubbornthings.us/2014/07/09/art-brainwashing/
http://majorityrights.com/weblog/comments/mind_war_is_the_deliberate_aggressive_convincing_of_all_parties_in_a_war_th/
http://vaticproject.blogspot.com/2010/11/satanic-subversion-of-us-military_27.html
http://www.ancientegyptonline.co.uk/set.html


Satanic Temple: Gay Marriage
is ‘a Sacrament’
The Satanic Temple, which gained international notoriety in
May when it tried to hold a Black Mass reenactment at Harvard
University, said one of the issues it feels strongly about is
“gay rights” and explained that homosexual marriage is “a
sacrament,” just like heterosexual marriage.
The  Satanic  Temple  (TST)  spokesman,  Lucien  Greaves,  who
reportedly is a graduate of Harvard University, explained why
TST focuses on gay rights in a recent interview with the
Detroit Metro Times and expanded on those views in an email to
CNSNews.com. 
The Smith Act (54 Stat. 670) of 1940 proscribed, among other
things, the advocacy of the forcible or violent overthrow of
the government. The act became the analogue of the New York
Criminal Anarchy Act sustained in gitlow v. new york 268 U.S.
652, 45 S. Ct. 625, 69 L. Ed. 1138 (1925). New York had
passed that law in 1902, shortly after the assassination of
President  WILLIAM  MCKINLEY.  Between  the  occupation  of
Czechoslovakia and the Ribbentrop-Molotov pact of 1939, the
House of Representatives drafted the Smith Act because of a
fear  that  there  might  be  a  repetition  of  the  anarchist
agitation that had occurred in 1900 or the antipathy toward
alien radicalism that had surfaced in 1919. Congress was also
worried about Nazi or Communist subversion after war broke
out in Europe.

How could repeal of Smith-Mundt Act in 2012 play
into “Mind Wars”??  Cold-War Era propaganda funded
and used on Americans since repeal of Smith-Mundt
Act in 2012. 
Average American does not realize the purpose of U.N. and it’s
primary mission.   The  repeal of “Smith-Mundt” Act prior to
Benghazi gave State Department  legal right to fund propaganda
both here in states and abroad at tax-payer expense.

Department  of  Defense  (DOD)  by  reversing  Smith-Mundt  Act

http://www.cnsnews.com/news/article/michael-w-chapman/satanic-temple-gay-marriage-sacrament
http://lawbrain.com/wiki/Gitlow_v._New_York
http://lawbrain.com/wiki/William_Mckinley
http://smith-mundt.com/
http://smith-mundt.com/
http://thelibertybeat.com/anti-propaganda-law-repealed-state-department-free-to-broadcast-directly-to-americans/


authorized propaganda as a tool against Americans in 2012 only
weeks prior to Benghazi.  The techniques used during “Cold
War” abroad.   The same strategies used by Nazi scientists
during WW2 were introduced in U.S. as “Operation Paperclip”
and “Artichoke”.    Is this a “Conspiracy” or is it “Fact”???

The Department of Defense using the same tools on U.S. citizens as on a hostile,
foreign, population.  A U.S. Army whistleblower, Lieutenant Col. Daniel Davis,
noted recently in his scathing 84-page unclassified report on Afghanistan that
there remains a strong desire within the defense establishment “to enable Public
Affairs  officers  to  influence  American  public  opinion  when  they  deem  it
necessary to “protect a key friendly center of gravity, to wit US national
w i l l , ”  h e  w r o t e ,  q u o t i n g  a  w e l l - r e g a r d e d  g e n e r a l .
http://fas.org/irp/agency/dod/dtra/stratcult-claus.pdf

http://justsimplyinlove.wordpress.com/2012/12/24/operation-paperclip/
http://justsimplyinlove.wordpress.com/2012/12/24/operation-paperclip/
http://www.archives.gov/iwg/declassified-records/rg-330-defense-secretary/
http://www.buzzfeed.com/mhastings/congressmen-seek-to-lift-propaganda-ban


Mainstream  Media  To
Manufacture  Consent  For  The
Oligarchy  by Sigmund Fraud
11 tactics used against the public by the mainstream media to
coerce  consensus,  divide,  conquer,  ridicule  and  stifle
truthful or meaningful conversation about the state of our
world

 

What was The Smith-Mundt Act  (audio) and it’s connection to
“Smith Act”

Psychological Subversion techniques  by Chinese philosopher
Sun  Tzu  and  his  strategies  “On  War”.    Prussian  Gen.
Clausewitz “The Art of War” and “Pincers” “Double Envelopment”

http://www.wakingtimes.com/2014/07/08/14-tactics-mainstream-media-manufacture-consent/
https://factsarestubbornthings.us/www.onthemedia.org/story/307772-threatening-domestic-propaganda/?utm_source=/story/307767-american-propaganda-allowed-stateside/&utm_medium=treatment&utm_campaign=morelikethis
http://lawbrain.com/wiki/Smith_Act


strategy are enhancements of Sun Tzu strategies.

Yuri  Bezmenov   Explains  the  Soros  Tactic  of  ‘Smart  War‘
Destabilization  and  Demoralization  by  Psychological
Subversion,  Demoralization  and  finally  Destabilization  then
Crisis.  Crisis comes when society as a whole can no longer
sustain itself.   Sun Tzu Military Philosopher

Former  KGB  Agent  on
Demoralization,
Destabilization,  Crisis,
Normalization  –  Overt  Mind
Control. lecture from 80’s.
 

“In the practical art of war, the best thing of all is
to  take  the  enemy’s  country  whole  and  intact;  to
shatter  and  destroy  it  is  not  so  good.”
By  revisionist  history  and  Humanism  Americans  no  longer
understand their identity as a nation or their heritage from
its founding.  Most Founding Fathers stressed importance of
education specifically American History as safe guard against
tyranny.
Many global military top brass argue on what military terms
like (CoG) used in Clausewitz “The Art of War”.  If fighting a
“Holy War” what strategy would be most effective?  

The Art of Subversion, Tomas

https://factsarestubbornthings.us/KGB%20Bezmenov 1985 - Four Steps to Subversion of a Nation
http://kevincraig.us/EndTheWall/HolyTrinity.htm


Schuman (Yuri Bezmenov) L.A.
1983
https://www.youtube.com/watch
?v=T4YtgA2jnu4
The “League of Nations” preceded “United Nations” but lack of
participation League of Nations collapsed.  Both shared the
same “End State” of Global Control using Communism as it’s
strategy to achieve a “Palestinian State”.

Pantalei  Bondarenko  alias
Gheorghe  Pintilie  Double
Soviet Spy

Fair  Use  of  Photo  disclaimer”
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Gheorghe_Pintilie.jpg

http://quotes.liberty-tree.ca/quote_blog/Pantelei.Bondarenko.Q
uote.506A

What The U.N. Doesn’t Want

http://life.time.com/history/goebbels-in-geneva-1933-behind-a-classic-alfred-eisenstaedt-photo/#1


You To Know
http://www.theforbiddenknowledge.com/hardtruth/un_doesnt_want_
you_to_know.htm

 

Is allegations against “Common Core” valid?

Should parents be concerned about “Social Justice” education?
Honorable James B. Utt CA during 87th Congress debated on
Congressional Floor on recent Paul Harvey article entitled
“UNESCO being Communist Trap for our Children”.  Remember this
is “Congressional Record”.

“Education is a weapon whose effects depends on who
holds it in his hands and at who it is aimed”  Karl
Marx  Interview with H.G. Wells Sept 1937
Who  was  Sen.  William  Fulbright  and  his  State  Department
scholarship fund?

“America is like a healthy body and its resistance is
threefold:   Its  patriotism,  its  morality,  and  its
spiritual life.  If we can undermine these three areas,
America will collapse from within.”  Josef Stalin
 

Homosexuality is the last stage of demoralization when society

http://www.scribd.com/doc/156229571/Congressional-Record-UNESCO-Communisms-Trap-for-Our-Youth-1980s-2pgs-EDU-sml
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nZHRgTskEhE


can  no  longer  sustain  itself.   Homosexual  sleepers  go  UP
demanding their “human rights”.

 

“The United Nations is the greatest fraud in
history. 

    It’s purpose is to destroy the United States.” –

John E. Rankin Democrat Mississippi

 

Arms  Control  have  always
been part of U.N. One World
Order

 

 

 

http://www.dod.mil/pubs/foi/joint_staff/jointStaff_jointOperat
ions/32.pdf

Recent  brain  research  has  proven  effectiveness  of

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nZHRgTskEhE
http://www.un.org/en/documents/udhr/


disinformation.

Lingering  Lies:  The
Persistent  Influence  of
Misinformation   The  brain
holds  on  to  false  facts,
even  after  they  have  been
retracted

This result shows that “even if you understand, remember and
believe the retractions, this misinformation will still affect
your inferences,” says Western Australia psychologist Ullrich
Ecker,

http://www.scientificamerican.com/article/lingering-lies/

